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 tavern • bakery • cafe • general stores • tall ships • catalog • theblackdog.com
Established on Martha’s Vineyard 1971

 
ARLO

THE LABRADOR
OLD LYME, CT



Life off the leash 
contest Entry 

 “ Griffey ”
LAB - HAverill, MA

Life off the leash 
contest Entry 

 “Harvey & Chloe ”
Pit-LAB MIX - Gloucester City, NJ

Life off the leash 
contest Entry 

 “ Jackson, JAmeson, 
Jersey, & SUnny ”

LABs - Thompson, CT

Life off the leash 
contest Entry 

 “ angel ”
Schnorkie - Safety Harbor, FL

Life off the leash 
contest Entry 

 “ LANI ”
Austrian Labradoodle 

New York, NY

Life off the leash 
contest Entry 

 “Chloe & Addie ”
american cockerspaniels 

SALISBURY, MA

ABOUT OUR WINNING COVER DOG:  Arlo is a Labrador Retriever from Old Lyme, CT. 
“Arlo is now an 11 month old pup, but this pic was from his first snow fall last December 
at 9 weeks old! He is such a ham for the camera!”

Copyright 2020. The Black Dog. All rights reserved.
Original Black Dog drawing by Stephanie Phelan, 1976.

We reserve the right to correct printing errors.

HOLIDAY SEASON 2020
Through my long career as a sailing Captain, I’ve 

learned that it is sometimes necessary to navigate 
through choppy waters.  However, nothing could have 
prepared me for the uncertainty of a global pandemic.

We worried about safely opening our stores.  We 
worried about keeping our crew members healthy.  
And we worried about staying connected with our 

customers. 

So we asked you to share your funniest at-home 
videos, your touching tales of dog adoption, and 

the favorite ways that you, your kids, and your dogs 
passed the time during quarantine.  And you did 

(check out “Brixy’s” tale, just one of many we received, 
on page 34)!  We found that we were able to engage 
with our customers more than ever and are grateful 

that you continued to be part of our pack.

As our stores slowly began to reopen, we were excited 
to welcome you back.   And while this holiday season 

may be different than those of the past, we hope that 
it finds you well and that the joyous spirit of the season 

visits your families, your homes, and your hearts.

Stay well,
Captain Bob Douglas and family

Founder of The Black Dog Tavern Co., 1971
  

unleash.  roam free.  live every moment.

OUT OF ONE SAILING CAPTAIN’S LOVE FOR THE SEA, 
HIS ISLAND HOME, AND OF COURSE HIS DOG, THE 

BLACK DOG BRAND WAS BORN.  

Learn more about the 
Legend of The Black Dog at

theblackdog.com
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The sweatshirt is having its day(s)The sweatshirt is having its day(s)
Thanks to incredibly cozy double-brushed sweatshirt fleece and soft-spoken hues, 

our sweatshirts will be your go-to for everyday comfort.  

LADIES CLASSIC SWEATSHIRTS
In our signature double-brushed fleece, these sweatshirts will be the ones 
that you reach for again and again. Classic logo on the front, "The Black 
Dog, ESTD. 1971" on back. 80% Cotton, 20% Polyester. Classic Fit.  Imported.  
1.  CLASSIC CREWNECK (L320) XS-XXL. Sea Blue (shown), Polo Grey, Lobster 
Bisque.  $52.  2.  HOODIE  (L242) XS-XXL. Polo Grey (shown), Vintage Navy. 
$58.  View our entire Classic Sweatshirt Collection at theblackdog.com

CURL UP IN SOMETHING COZY AT
THEBLACKDOG.COM 
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LEGACY SUPER HEAVYWEIGHT SWEATSHIRTS
Extended Sizing!  Our most iconic sweatshirt collection.  Classic Black Dog Logo on front. “The Black Dog, ESTD. 1971” on the back. 80% Cotton, 20% 
Poly. 540 grams.  Imported.  Roomy Fit. Unisex sizing, so ladies please order down 1 to 2 sizes depending on fit preference.  Available in sizes XS-XXXL. 
 1. CLASSIC FISHERMAN  Open neck with stand-up collar & drawcord.  Kangaroo pocket.  (A094)  Polo Grey , State Green, Island Red.  $74.  2. 
CREWNECK  Quickly becoming one of our favorite heavy weight styles. (A095) Polo Grey, Vintage Navy. $64.     3. HOODIE  Oversized jersey-lined hood 
& kangaroo pocket.  (A063) Polo Grey, Sea Blue, Island Red, State Green.  $74.  4. APPLIQUÉ FISHERMAN  Our iconic stand-up collar pullover with 
custom appliqué design work on front.  Kangaroo pocket.  (A064)  Oatmeal, Vintage Navy.  $74.

THE LEGACY COLLECTIONTHE LEGACY COLLECTION
There isn’t a sweatshirt out there that offers the same unmistakable weight, 

fleecy warmth, comfort, and quality as our super heavyweights.  
Discover the details that have made them a fan favorite for nearly 50 years. 
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Moby
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How long have How long have 
YOU had your YOU had your 
Black Dog tee?Black Dog tee?

OUR ICONIC FAVORITE
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CLASSIC TEESHIRT COLLECTION
SHORTSLEEVE  Classic Black Dog logo on the front, 
“The Black Dog, Martha’s Vineyard 2020” printed on the 
back.  
 1. MENS (A183) S-XXXL. White, Polo Grey, Lobster Bisque, 
Bay Blue, Barely Blue, Tide Green.  $28    
2. LADIES    (L968) XS-XXL. Fog, Gulf Stream, Butter, 
Lobster Bisque, Palest Pink, Polo Grey.  $28  
3. KIDS (K636) XS-XL. Gulf stream, Tide, Lobster Bisque, 
Palest Pink, Polo Grey.  $24   
4. LIL KIDS (B380) 6-12M, 12-18M, 2T, 3T, 4T.  Opposite 
page, shown left to right:  Gulf stream, Butter, Tide, 
Lobster Bisque, Palest Pink, Polo Grey.  $20. 
 LONGSLEEVE  Our best-selling collectible tee. 100% 
pre-shrunk premium ringspun combed cotton.  Roomy 
Fit.  Classic Black Dog logo on the front, “The Black Dog, 
ESTD 1971” printed on the back.  
1. MENS (M193) S-XXL. White, Polo Grey, Bay Blue 
(shown), Tide Green. $38    
2. LADIES  (L831) XS-XXL. Polo Grey, White, Lobster 
Bisque, Fog (shown).   $38.   
3. KIDS (K214) XS-XL. Polo Grey, Lobster Bisque (shown), 
Gulf Stream, Tide Green. $26  
4. LIL KIDS (B116) 6-12M, 12-18M, 2T, 3T, 4T. Polo Grey 
(shown), White, Palest Pink, Gulf Stream. $22

From classics to 
the season’s 
must-have 

shades, our 
custom colors 

are dyed just for 
us

Our unique printing 
process creates a 

soft-to-the-touch 
print that never 

feels “plastic-y”
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LADIES DUKES COUNTY THERMAL 
HOODIE   **Updated Fabric**  Updated 
in a cozy, supersoft waffle knit fabric, our 
new striped thermal hoodie will be your 
fall season go-to.  Left chest embroidery, 
patch at hem.  Classic Fit  Imported.  
(L1080)  XS-XL.  Sandstone/Blue.  $48

That Fall That Fall 
weather feelingweather feeling
In fun stripes and colors, you will want 
to curl up in these oh-so-soft layers all 
season long.  

DUKES COUNTY THERMAL
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LADIES DUKES COUNTY THERMAL TUNIC
**Updated Fabric**  You won’t be able to resist this comfy tunic 
length pullover, updated in a cozy, supersoft waffle knit fabric.  
Left chest embroidery, patch at hem.  Contrast color seam 
stitch details.  Vented drop hem.  Classic Fit  Imported.  (L1081)  
XS-XL.  Rose Gold.  $44

CLASSIC CAMPFIRE MUG  We call this the campfire mug 
because we can't imagine a more appropriate time to enjoy 
using this generously sized mug than a delightful evening 
around the campfire. This mug is perfectly sized for cocoa 
or even a hot cup of chowder. Printed on both sides with our 
classic Black Dog logo. Speckled detailing adds to this mugs 
rustic appeal. Dishwasher/microwave safe. 15 oz.  (X108)  Red, 
White, Blue.  $12.  

LADIES SOLID CHAPPY COWLECK
The perfect french terry pullover that looks as good as it feels 
on.  Sunwashed hues with stand-out detailing on turn-back 
cuffs and hem vents.  Classic Fit  Imported.  (L10831)  XS-XL.  
Jade Green, Polo Grey, Palest Pink.  $64

ralphie
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MENS DUKES COUNTY THERMAL 
BUTTON MOCK   **Updated Fabric**  
Our lofty, thermal knit feels as good as 
your favorite soft tee, but in a stylish 
quarter-button mock neck silhouette. 
Contrast color inner-collar.  Left chest 
embroidery, patch at hem.  Classic Fit  
Imported.  (M1060)  S-XXL.  Solar.  $48
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MENS DUKES COUNTY THERMAL HENLEY   Henley shirts were first 
rumored to be the traditional uniform of rowers along the Henley-on-
Thames.   These days, this versatile button-placket pullover is good-
looking enough to wear anytime!  100% cotton henley features contrast 
placket, shirttail hem, and logo at left chest. Classic Fit. Imported. 
(M938) S-XXL. Oatmeal (shown), Pine Needle. $46

This Page:
MENS DUKES COUNTY THERMAL CREWNECK   **Updated 
Fabric**  Classic crewneck styling with raglan sleeves.  Center 
chest print, patch at hem.  Classic Fit  Imported.  (M1059)  S-XXL.  
Vintage Navy.  $44

BLACK DOG 
CLASSIC 
GLASSWARE
Our etched 
glassware fits 
well in the hand 
for any enjoyable 
sipping experience.  
Etched with logo.  
Dishwasher safe.  
1. DOUBLE OLD 
FASHIONED GLASS  
14 oz.  (X1431)  $16
2.  MARTINI GLASS  
10 oz.  (X1429)  $18

LEARN MORE ABOUT BLACK DOG WINE & 
SPIRITS at THEBLACKDOG.com

@dood.itscharlie
BD Brand Ambassador

STAINLESS STEEL 
CAMPFIRE 
TRAVEL MUG  
This 18 oz. Stainless 
Steel Campfire 
Travel Mug is 
perfect for keeping 
coffee hot while 
on the go! (X1486)  
White, Seafoam.  
$24
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Have yourselfHave yourself
a ball!a ball!
Colder weather doesn’t have to mean 
the end of outdoor fun and games 
when they have these cozy styles to 
keep them warm. 

KID-APPROVED FAVORITES

KIDS OFFSHORE FLEECE QUARTER ZIP 
Plush microfleece in our favorite shades of 
blue.  Contrast color blocking and trims.  
Classic Fit  Imported.  (K671)  XS-XL.  Bay 
Blue.  $44

CLASSIC FOOTBALL 
The perfect football for a backyard  toss 
or beach pickup game  (X1467)  $18
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KIDS DUKES COUNTY THERMAL 
HOODIE   **Updated Fabric** 
Super-cozy waffle knit in an easy pullover 
hoodie style.  Left chest embroidery, patch 
at hem.  Classic Fit  Imported.  (L668)  XS-
XL.  Sandstone/Pink.  $38

KIDS OFFSHORE FLEECE HOODIE 
The look of a favorite pullover hoodie in 
plush microfleece.  Contrast stitching.  
Roomy front pocket for stashing toys and 
found treasures.  Classic Fit  Imported.  
(K670)  XS-XL.  Vintage Navy, Rose Gold.  
$48

KIDS DUKES COUNTY THERMAL 
CREWNECK  **Updated Fabric**  Classic 
crewneck tee style with cool contrast 
sleeves and trims.  Classic print at chest, 
patch at hem.  Classic Fit  Imported.  
(K669)  XS-XL.  Solar/Vintage Navy.  $36
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LIL KIDS DUKES COUNTY THERMAL COLLECTION
Brushed inside to a cozy softness, these thermal favorites make perfect cool-weather layering 
pieces for baby.  Imported.  1.  ONESIE  Longsleeve with lap shoulders and two button henley 
neckline.  Left chest embroidery, “Life off the Leash” logo on bum.  (B419)  3M, 6M, 9M, 12M.  
Sandstone Pink Stripe, Sandstone Blue Stripe.  $24.  2.  JOGGER  Easy pull-on style with elastic 
waist.  Logo label at waist, “Life off the Leash” logo on bum. (B418)  6-12M, 12-18M, 2T, 3T, 4T.  
Sandstone Pink Stripe, Sandstone Blue Stripe.  $24.  3.  HOODED QUARTER ZIP  Quarter zip 
style for ease in dressing, with protector at chin to keep zipper away from yoru lil’ one’s chin. 
Logo embroidery at chest and paw print pattern along side.  (B417)  6-12M, 12-18M, 2T, 3T, 4T.  
Pink, Bay Blue.  $32.
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LIL KIDS OFFSHORE FLEECE 
COLLECTION
Our plush fleece with contrast 
zippers and trims.  Fleece zipper 
cover protects little one’s tender 
faces.  Vintage Navy, Rose Gold. 
0-6M, 6-12M, 12-18M, 2T, 3T, 4T 
1.  FULL ZIP  (B420)  $36
2.  VEST (B421)  $28
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KIDS CLASSIC HOODIE
Super soft and cozy, yet rugged enough for even the most active kid. 
Classic logo printed on front, “The Black Dog, ESTD. 1971” on the back.  
Lined hood with oversized kangaroo style pocket.  80% Cotton, 20% Poly. 
Classic Fit.  Imported. (K652) XS-XL. Palest Pink, State Green (shown), 
Vintage Navy, Polo Grey.  $48.
See our entire Sweatshirt Collection at theblackdog.com

LIL KIDS CLASSIC FULL ZIP  Adorable paw prints up and down the 
sleeves, logo at left chest and "The Black Dog, est. 1971" printed on the 
back. (B029) 0-6M, 6-12M, 12-18M, 2T, 3T, 4T.  Gulf Stream (shown), Lobster 
Bisque, Polo Grey.  $34
See our entire Sweatshirt Collection at theblackdog.com

Life off the leash 
contest Entry 

 “ Gipper, Artemis, Nina, Shelby, Dakota, 
Maverick, & Liberty ”

LABs - Belmont, NH

LIL KIDS TOSSED DOG DRESS  This ruffle sleeve dress is a perfect blend 
of comfort and style for baby girl.  Crossover back styling with slight empire 
waist. (B389) 6M, 12M, 18M, 2T, 3T, 4T.  $32
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UP ISLAND COLLECTION  Made in the USA, our 
colorful custom collars are made for comfort with 
a plastic buckle and brass D-Ring. 1 in. wide.  Leash 
measures 6 ft. long with loop handle.  Shown below 
top to bottom:   A. COLLAR  (shown top to bottom) 
Shark (D288), Flower Power (D284), Burgee & Paw 
(D290), Rainbow (D286), Shamrock (D282)  X-Small 
(6–12”), Small (9”–15”), Medium (12”–18”), Large 
(15”–21”), X-Large (18”–24”). $26.  B. 6 FT. LEASH 
Shark (D289), Flower Power (D285), Burgee & Paw 
(D291), Rainbow (D287), Shamrock (D283)  $32

“FOUND MY ANIMAL”  
TIE-DYED DOGGIE SWEATSHIRT  
Handcrafted in New York from USA 
sourced cotton. This lightweight hoodie 
sweatshirt is hand-dyed and artisan-
made making each piece one of a kind.  
(D296) XS-XL (see size chart online). $48

@ROSWELL_WEENIE
       BD Brand Ambassador

NYLON DOG COLLAR & LEASH  
1.  COLLAR   Features our Black Dog logo 
on a metal buckle. Rainbow (D247) (shown 
above), Tie Dye (D266), Oh My Dog (D272), 
Sunflower (D270), Green Plaid (D268)  $32.
2.  LEAD  Rainbow (D275), Tie Dye (D267), 
Oh My Dog (D273), Sunflower (D271), 
Green Plaid (D269)  $32 LUCY
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MENS NEWTON QUILTED VEST   This sharp 
looking vest easily adds a style upgrade to 
your cold weather wardrobe.  Diamond quilt 
poly shell with rib knit top collar for comfort. 
Microsuede trims, front slant pockets. Left 
chest embroidery.  (M1054) S-XXL. Black. $78

LONG WEEKEND CANVAS BAG 
COLLECTION 
Our beautiful new canvas bags feature 
all leather trims and brushed metal 
detailing.  Fatigue Green, Grey.  See 
online for full bag measurements. 
1.  LARGE DUFFLE (X1451)  $124. 
2.  MEDIUM DUFFLE (X142)  $112.
3.  DOP KIT (X145)  $38.

MENS FARRELL BUTTON FRONT SHIRT
In a time when dressed-down comfort is a 
must, this super-soft brushed button front shirt 
adds instant style while keeping things laid 
back. Tortoise-shell buttons, chest pockets, 
and contrast chambray trim inside cuffs and 
neck.  Left chest embroidery.  (M1056) S-XXL. 
Polo Grey. $68
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MENS BOWIE BUTTON FRONT FLEECE
Plush microfleece in a classic button front 
jacket style.  Soft ombre stripes in shades 
of blue and grey.  Brushed metal buttons, 
chest flap pockets.  Contrast chambray 
trim inside cuffs and collar.  Left chest 
embroidery.  Classic Fit  Imported.  (M1057)  
S-XXL.  Grey Blue.  $68
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MENS WADE SHIRT JACKET  
Made of brawny bonded flannel, 
this jacket can stand up to all 
your outdoor adventures.  Side 
pockets, heavy gauge zipper 
with slot button placket. Left 
chest embroidery. Classic Fit.  
Imported.  (M1055) S-XXL. Blue 
Plaid.  $94
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MENS OFFSHORE FLEECE   The perfect layers to 
through on to add a bit of warmth on chilly days  
Embroidery at chest. Classic Fit.  Imported.   
1.  VEST  Contrast trims at hem and sleeve opening. 
Zippered side pockets. (M1062) S-XXL. Steel. $48.  
2.  QUARTER ZIP  Contrast nylon shoulder panels 
and pocket flap.  Contrast zipper tape. (M1061) 
S-XXL. Bay Blue (shown), Black.  $58

@hangwithlouie
     BD Brand Ambassador
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LADIES OFFSHORE FLEECE 
QUARTER ZIP
Brighten up chilly days in this fun 
quarter zip pullover.  Contrast 
stripe ribbed inner collar and 
cuff.  Contrast zipper tape.  
Left chest embroidery, script 
embroidery on upper left arm. 
Classic Fit.  Imported.  (L1082) 
XS-XL.  Steel.  $58
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LADIES OFFSHORE FLEECE 
MOCKNECK
Snuggle up in the coziest pullover 
of the season. Plush microfleece 
with easy cowlneck styling.  Hits at 
hip.  Left chest embroidery, tonal 
script embroidery on upper back. 
Classic Fit.  Imported.  (L1083) XS-
XL.  Rose Gold.  $48

LADIES VINTAGE COWLNECK  
The perfect sweatshirt layer to slip 
on for early morning dog walks 
or for just cozying up on the sofa.  
Supersoft medium weight cowlneck 
with vented hem and figure-friendly 
seam details. Novelty print on front, 
patch at hem. Classic Fit. Imported. 
(L1029) XS-XL. Oatmeal Heather 
with floral dog graphic (shown, Fog 
with logo text graphic.  $58.
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LADIES VINTAGE COWLNECK  The perfect 
layer to slip on for early morning dog walks 
or for just cozying up on the sofa.  Supersoft 
medium weight cowlneck with vented hem 
and figure-friendly seam details. Novelty 
print on front, patch at hem. Classic Fit. 
Imported. (L1029) XS-XL. Fog with logo text 
graphic (shown), Oatmeal Heather with floral 
dog graphic.  $58.

louie
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FREE GIFT WITH     

PURCHASE!
Receive a Classic Canvas 

Totebag with your 
purchase of $150 or more!

(Sorry, cute dogs not included!)

@PORTERANDSPENCER_ADVENTURES
       BD Brand Ambassadors

MENS CLASSIC NAVIGATOR 
Lightweight terry fabric and classic 
quarter-zip styling make this pullover a 
year-round staple.  Contrast ribbon trims 
and zipper tape and the cool sailing 
burgee applique at chest add to its 
timeless appeal.  Classic Fit.  Imported.  
(M1010)  Vintage Navy.  S-XXL.  $68

LADIES SKIPPER PULLOVER 
You will love the versatility of our Skipper 
Pullover.  Contrast color placket adds a 
pop of style, while the washed colors keep 
it classic.  Contrast inner cuffs and vents at 
hem.  Left chest embroidered logo.  Classic 
Fit. Imported.  (K1018)  Navy/White (shown), 
Polo Grey/White, BD Navy.  S-XXL.  $64

Free canvas tote will automatically be added to orders of $150 or more online 
or in Black Dog General Stores. Limit 1 free tote per receipt.  While supplies 

last.  Sorry, we cannot fulfill color requests for totes received through our free 
gift promotion.  Offer valid on item X675 only.  Retail value $32. 

louie
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Life off the Leash

Photo contest

RECYCLED FIREHOSE TOYS  Made of super-
durable, non-toxic recycled firehose, these toys 
squeak, float, and fly. Made in the U.S.A. 
 1.  SQWUGGIE TUG TOY (D094)  Red, Orange, 
Yellow, Blue.  $14.95  
2.  FREQUENT FLYER (D095)  Blue, Red, Yellow, 
Orange.  $24.95  
4.  DOUBLE TUG TOY (D182)  Blue, Red, Yellow, 
Orange.  $19.95

We received nearly 500 photos during our contest and we 
wish we had room to share every single one! But we did 

have to pick a cover model...let’s put our paws together for 
Arlo the Labrador from Old Lyme, CT!  His owner says 

“Arlo is now an 11 month old pup, but this pic was from his 
first snowfall last December at 9 weeks old! He is such a 

ham for the camera!”  
We’ve included several photos through the pages of this 

catalog and collages of all our contest entries!  
Can you find your favorite pup??  Woof!

woody
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@JAVI_THE_MINI
       BD Brand Ambassador

@LAYLAOFPGH
       BD Brand Ambassador

@simbathedarkgolden
       BD Brand Ambassador

BANDANNA  Dress up your totes, hair, or 
pups with these stylish bandannas.  (X1293) 
2. Tossed Dogs & Anchor print. Red (shown), 
Malibu.  $10 2. Tossed Dog icon print. Beach 
Rose, Tide Green (shown). 

LARGE STRIPED MARKET TOTE  The 
perfect lightweight canvas bag.  Distressed 
Black Dog burgee flag print on front, “Life 
off the Leash” down side panels.  Imported.  
(X1395)  Natural/Navy (shown), Natural/
Orange.  $52

@service_dood_sage
       BD Brand Ambassador

ANNIVERsARY 

COOKBOOK  
NOW $15.99!

Great Gift IDea!

@the_moose_page
       BD Brand Ambassador

CLASSIC DOG TEE  (D152) XS -XXL
 (see size chart at theblackdog.com)

Lobster Bisque, Polo Grey. (shown)  $18
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FAR OUT TIE DYE COLLECTION
 Our favorite 100% ringspun combed cotton 
tees custom tie-dyed for us by one of the 
premier dye houses in the USA.
MENS  1.  SHORTSLEEVE TEE  S-XXXL.  
Coastal Spiral (shown) (M1066), Moonlight 
Shift (M1065)  $28  2.  CADET HOODIE  
S-XXXL.  Shoreline Dip (shown) (M1067), Tidal 
Splatter (M1068)  $48.  
LADIES  1.  SHORTSLEEVE TEE  XS-XXL.  
Cotton Candy Spiral(shown) (L113), State 
Green Spiral (L114)  $28  2.  CADET HOODIE  
XS-XXL.  Sky Spiral (shown) (L116), Sunrise 
Fade (L115)  $46.
KIDS  1.  SHORTSLEEVE TEE  XS-XL.  Cotton 
Candy Spiral (K675), Coastal Spiral (K676)  
$24  2.  CADET HOODIE  XS-XL.  Sunrise Fade 
(K677), Tidal Splatter (K678)  $38.  
LIL KIDS  1.  SHORTSLEEVE TEE  6-12M, 
12-18M, 2T, 3T, 4T.  Cotton Candy Spiral 
(B424), Coastal Spiral (B425).  $20  2.  CADET 
HOODIE  6-12M, 12-18M, 2T, 3T, 4T.  Sunrise 
Fade (B426), Tidal Splatter (B427).  $32 
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SWEATSHIRT BLANKET  Our cozy sweatshirt blanket is 
perfect for snuggling on the sofa, chilly dormrooms, or a 
quick car seat cover.  (X659)  See colors online.  $39.95.  

“FOUND MY ANIMAL”  TIE-DYED DOGGIE THERMAL 
TEE  Handcrafted in New York from USA sourced cotton. This 
lightweight thermal tee is hand-dyed and artisan-made 
making each piece one of a kind.  (D295) XS-XL (see size chart 
online). $38

@brunello_the_goldendoodle
        BD Brand Ambassador

@Goldenboy.barkley
        BD Brand Ambassador

“X” FLYER TOY  Made in the USA of super-durable, non-toxic 
recycled firehose, this toy is made to squeak, float, and fly. 
(D183)  Blue, Red, Yellow, Orange.  $19.95  

albie
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CABIN LOUNGE PANTS 

Incredibly soft poly-cotton flannel pants in 
our own custom patterns.  Drawstring waist, 
logo patch at left hip. Ladies & Kids pants 
feature jogger style cuff, Men’s has classic 
open-bottom hem with button fly.  Classic Fit. 
Imported.
1.  LADIES (L950)  XS-XL.  Ice plaid.  $34
2.  MENS  (M942)  XS-XXL. Blue Plaid.  $38
3.  KIDS (K673)  XS-XL. Ice Plaid (shown left, 
top). Blue Plaid (shown left, bottom).  $26

MENS AUTHENTIC TAVERN CO. TEE
Our classic 100% cotton longsleeve tee with 
our custom Tavern print.  Classic Fit.  Imported.  
S-XXL.  Dusk.  (M1045)  $38

LADIES PURE VINTAGE HENLEY
Washed-down hues in 100% organic slub cotton. 
Three-quarter sleeve with button henley neckline.  
Rounded hem.  Classic Fit.  Imported  S-XXL.  White, 
Seagreen.  (L1011)  $42

 CLASSIC LONGSLEEVE TEE  Our best-selling 
collectible tee. 100% pre-shrunk premium ringspun 
combed cotton.  Roomy Fit.  Classic Black Dog logo 
on the front, “The Black Dog, ESTD 1971” printed on 
the back.  1. MENS (M193) S-XXL. White, Polo Grey, 
Bay Blue (shown), Tide Green. $38    2. LADIES  
(L831) XS-XXL. Polo Grey, White, Lobster Bisque, 
Fog.   $38.   3. KIDS (K214) XS-XL. Polo Grey, Lobster 
Bisque, Gulf Stream, Tide Green. $26  4. LIL KIDS 
(B116) 6-12M, 12-18M, 2T, 3T, 4T. Polo Grey, White, 
Palest Pink, Gulf Stream.. $22
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Life off the leash contest Entry 
 “ MOOSe ”

LAB - BALSSTON LAKE, NY

CLASSIC RAIN JACKETS  Waterproof Polyester, lined throughout 
body. Hood lined in nylon mesh. Two large front pockets. 
Adjustable velcro cuffs ensure perfect fit. Reflective strips across 
the chest and back. Adult & Kid’s styles feature reflective logo 
at left chest.  Lil’ Kid’s style features classic logo at left chest and 
“Raindog” logo on back.
ADULT    (M1024)  S-XXL (Ladies, please order 1-2 sizes down or 
check out our Ladies Cloudbreak Raincoat).  BD Navy (shown), 
Yellow.  $68.
KIDS (K439)  XS-XL.  BD Navy/Green, Pink/Purple.   $52.
LIL KIDS (B241)  12M, 18M, 2T, 3T, 4T.  Pink/Purple, Yellow/Navy.  
$42    

LADIES CLOUDBREAK RAINCOAT  Waterproof with sealed seams 
and a fun blue and white striped interior and contrast trims.  Full 
zip with additional velcro closures.  Two hip pockets, toggles at 
hood, and velcro sleeve cuffs.  Drop hem.  Reflective logo print at 
chest. Imported. (L781)  XS-XL.  Gulf Stream (shown), Black.  $72

@ORLIE.THECHARCOALLAB
BD Brand Ambassador

ORBEE DOG BALL
his Orbee dog ball will 
become your dogs favorite. 
Soft rubber makes this 
ball easy to catch and 
chew. Orbee’s renowned 
tough non-toxic material 
that can stand up to the 
strongest jaws! Classic logo 
on side. Measures about 
9 inches around.  (D049), 
Green, Pink, Blue, Red $12.
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STORM JACKETS Our lightweight 100% nylon 
jackets are waterproof, breathable, and offers 
windproof protection.  Waterproof with taped 
seams ensures that you will stay dry even in 
the heaviest of downpours.  Full neck coverage 
with adjustable hood.  Adjustable velcro cuffs.  
Adjustable toggles at hem.  Protected hip 
pockets.  Reflective logo at left chest.  Black. 
MENS (M1024)  S-XXL.  $128
LADIES (L1050)  XS-XL.   $122  
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Tail-Waggin’ Tales
In need of some good vibes?  We asked our Brand Ambassadors to share their stories of how they’ve managed to stay 

“paws-itive” during these challenging times.  Check out “Brixy’s Road Trip” and all the heart-warming tales at 

theblackdog.com/pages/tail-waggin-tales 

@brixbrowsestheweb
 BD Brand Ambassador

“We were supposed to 
go back to MA for 

a month this summer to visit 
family and we were planning 
on bringing Brixy. Because of 
COVID, we canceled our trip 
and stayed in San Francisco. 
The last month has been 
absolutely devastating in San 
Francisco. 

The city is still shut down due to COVID, 
there was a massive heat wave which 
caused thousands of lighting strikes 
and over 300 fires. For multiple weeks, 
the air quality from the smoke was so 
hazardous and unhealthy, you couldn’t 
go outside. Not to mention unbearably 
hot temperatures where you couldn’t 
open your windows because of the 
smoke, and no one in San Francisco has 
AC. 

It was depressing and scary. Not to 
mention our poor puppy Brixy having to 
be cooped up inside. We decided to take 
matters into our own hands. Since we 
weren’t going back east in September, 
we planned a PNW road trip (which we 
are currently still on). We’ve camped, 
glamped, hiked through national parks, 
swam in waterfalls and hot springs, with 
Brixy right by our side.”

TO GO DOG BOWL   Our travel bowl is easily packed and 
the perfect size for both food and water when you and 
your pup are on the move.  (D177)  Red. $15

SNACK BAG  The perfect size bag for carrying small 
treats when training or out on long walks. Top cinches 
closed with handy belt loop attachment for hands-free 
treat carrying. (D178) Red. $12

@the_life_of_libby
 BD Brand Ambassador

BD SNACK PACK  Let your pup indulge in these wheat, 
soy, and corn free treats!  7.5 oz of our Old Fashioned 
molasses treats with roasted peanuts and apple flavors.  
Made in the USA.  (D217)  $10
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PLUSH DOG BEDS    Your pup will love 
to lounge on this plush poly-filled dog 
bed.  Features self-fabric applique 
logo in center of bed with contrast 
trim.  1.  LOUIE BED  (D302)  Approx-
imately 36 in x 52 in x 7 in   $48.  2.  
RALPHIE BED  (D301)  Approximately 
20 in x 30 in x 5 in   $38

OLD SILVER BURGEE DOG TOY
This burgee flag shaped plush toy 
squeaks, floats, and is made for play-
ing rousing games of fetch. Machine 
washable.  Polyester/cotton blend.  
(D151)  $18.

RUFF TEX DOGGIE BALL    Made for 
us by Hugglehounds®, our RuffTex toys 
are constructed with thick-walled latex 
and have excellent tear-resistance and 
tensile strength. They are bounceable, 
stretchy, squeezable, ball-like creatures 
made from all-natural materials. All 
Ruff-Tex® toys are hand-painted with 
paints that meet child safety standards.  
1.  LARGE  (D300)  Black.  4 in. round.  $13.    
1.  SMALL  (D299)  Black, Brown, Yellow.  
Approximately 2.5 in. round.  $7

@coronaandtarot
  BD Brand Ambassador

DOG SHAMPOO, BALM, & SPRAY  Brought 
to us by our partner, Simply Harleys, this dog-
care line is made with all-natural, eco-friendly, 
therapeutic ingredients.  Ingredients for all 
products available on our website.  
1.  SHAMPOO  A gentle shampoo made of 
pure essential oils.  8oz.  (D174)  $18   
2.  PAW & NOSE BALM  A soothing balm to 
protect dog’s paws and nose from cold, ice, 
salt, heat, & sand.  2oz. tin (D175) $14    
3.  FRESHEN UP DOG SPRAY  An all natural 
spray to keep your pup smelling fresh, even 
when he isn’t!   8oz. spray.  Lemongrass (D181), 
Sweet Orange (D181)  $16.

Moby
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lucy
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louie
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2020  HAPPY HOLIDAY TEESHIRT 
COLLECTION   
A new festive print on our favorite classic 
tee.  Full print on front, “The Black Dog, 
Holiday 2020” on back.  White.  Classic 
Fit. 
 1.  LADIES (L084) S-XXL.  $34  
2.  MENS  (M1064)  S-XXL.  $38  
3.  KIDS  (K674)  XS-XL. $26  
4.  LIL KIDS  (B423)  6-12M, 12-18M, 2T, 
3T, 4T.  $22

HOLIDAY LOUNGE PANT COLLECTION   
Featuring our festive allover holiday dog 
print on cuddly poly fleece pants.  Pull-on, 
elastic waist.  Ladies and Kids jogger style.  
Men’s is classic open bottom.  Classic Fit.  
Imported.  
1.  LADIES (L112) XS-XL.  $36  
2.  MENS  (1063)  XS-XXL.  $38  
3.  KIDS  (K672)  XS-XL. $26  
4.  LIL KIDS  (B422)  6-12M, 12-18M, 2T, 3T, 
4T.  $20

albie

PLUSH HOLIDAY SQUEAKY BONE TOY 

The ultimate holiday squeaky toy, in a fun 
festive holiday print.  Not a chew toy.  
1.  JUMBO (D303)  $20.  2.  SMALL (D304)  $10

HOLIDAY BANDANNA   The same print as 
featured on our plush holiday lounge pants, in a 
cute matching bandanna for your pup.  Import-
ed. (X1494)  $6

HAPPY HOLIDAY MUG   Our favorite way to 
toast the season is with a sip of something 
warm out of this hefty ceramic stein, featuring 
a festive holiday print. 11 oz. Dishwasher/Micro-
wave safe.  Imported. (X1504)  $12 
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EMAIL:  Sign up for emails & special promotions at theblackdog.com 
VISIT OUR MOBILE FRIENDLY SITE: Shop anytime at theblackdog.com 
FIND A BLACK DOG GENERAL STORE:  Visit theblackdog.com/locations

STANDARD
U.S.. POSTAGE

PAID
THE BLACK DOG

TAVERN

THE BLACK DOG CATALOG
24 Patterson Brook Road
West Wareham, MA 02576
1.800.626.1991

Share your #lifeofftheleash moments with us 
@theblackdogmv on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram

FREE STANDARD SHIPPING  on orders over $50
Order online at theblackdog.com, call us toll-free at 800-626-1991, or visit one of our 25+ Black Dog General Stores.

FREE GIFT WITH PURCHASE
Receive a Classic Canvas Totebag for Free with your purchase of $150 or more. See page 25 for more details.

RUFF TEX DOGGIE BALL    Made for 
us by Hugglehounds®, our RuffTex 
toys are constructed with thick-
walled latex and have excellent 
tear-resistance and tensile strength. 
They are bounceable, stretchy, 
squeezable, ball-like creatures 
made from all-natural materials. All 
Ruff-Tex® toys are hand-painted 
with paints that meet child safety 
standards.  1.  LARGE  (D300)  Black.  
4 in. round.  $13.    1.  SMALL  (D299)  
Black, Brown, Yellow.  Approximately 
2.5 in. round.  $7

@CORATHEDALMATION 
       BD Brand Ambassador


